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A molecularly imprinted polymer was prepared by a surface molecular imprinting technique in water-in-oil (W/O) emulsion. In
this technique, the solid polymer, which is molecularly imprinted at the internal cavity surface, is prepared by polymerizing W/O
emulsions consisting of a water-soluble imprinted molecule, a functional host molecule, an emulsion stabilizer, and a crosslinking
agent. Dioleoyl phosphate was used as an emulsion stabilizer, and this compound also acted as a monomer and a host functional
group in the imprinted cavity. Divinylbenzene was used as a crosslinker. Tryptophan methyl ester and phenylalanine methyl ester
were used as the target template materials.These imprinted polymers exhibited enantiomeric selectivity in absorption experiments,
and the maximum separation factor was 1.58. The enantiomeric selectivity with tryptophan methyl ester was higher than that with
phenylalanine methyl ester.

1. Introduction

Recently, significant attention has been paid to the devel-
opment of a molecular imprinting technique that enables
polymers to mimic biological receptors. This technique is
a very useful approach for the fabrication of a matrix with
molecular recognition sites, which are formed by the addition
of template molecules during the matrix formation process
and the removal of the template molecule after the matrix
formation [1–5]. Polymers that were prepared by the molec-
ular imprinting technique have attracted much attention as
interesting separation tools, especially for high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC). The imprinting technique is
conceptually easy to apply to a wide variety of target mole-
cules. Important applications are optical resolutions of amino
acids or amino acid derivatives [6–12], direct enantiomeric
separation of drugs [13, 14], and separation of sugar or sugar
derivatives [4, 15, 16].

The “surface molecular imprinting technique” was pro-
posed to overcome the inapplicability to water-soluble sub-
stances, which are important in the biological or biomedical
field [17–20]. In this technique, the solid polymer, which

is molecularly imprinted at the internal cavity surface, is
prepared by polymerizing water-in-oil (W/O) emulsions
consisting of a water-soluble imprint molecule, a functional
host molecule, an emulsion stabilizer, and a crosslinking
agent. The organic-aqueous interface in W/O emulsions
is utilized as the recognition field for a target molecule.
The target molecule forms a complex with the functional
host molecule, while the orientation of the functional host
molecule itself is fixed at the oil-water interface. After
polymerization, preparation provides the recognition sites
at the inner cavity surface of the imprinted bulk polymer.
The complex between the functional host molecule and the
targetmaterial should not be too hydrophobic or hydrophilic,
because otherwise the complex would not be located at
the oil-water interface. Thus, a functional host molecule
should be amphiphilic, just like a surfactant molecule, in
order to yield a high template effect for the target molecule.
The crosslinking agent crosslinks the organic phase and
stabilizes the water pool or the imprinted water cavity after
polymerization. The bulk polymer that is obtained is ground
to small particles in order to interactwith the targetmolecules
in the solution.
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Figure 1: Molecular structures of (a) TRPM, (b) PHEM, (c) DOPA, and (d) L-GADR.

In this study, we tried to have a host molecule with
a crosslinker participate in the polymerization. So dioleoyl
phosphoric acidwas selected as a hostmolecule, and the poly-
merization was conducted with a large amount of benzoyl
peroxide at a high temperature to polymerize both the host
molecule and divinylbenzene.

2. Experimental

2.1. Reagents and Instruments. L-Tryptophan methyl ester
(L-TRPM), D-tryptophan methyl ester (D-TRPM), divinyl-
benzene (DVB), L-phenylalanine methyl ester (L-PHEM),
D-phenylalanine methyl ester (D-PHEM), benzoyl peroxide
(BPO), L-glutamic acid, oleyl alcohol, D-gluconic acid 𝛿-
lactone, phosphorus oxychloride, styrene, and xylenes were
obtained from Aldrich. Dioleyl phosphoric acid (DOPA)
and L-glutamic acid dioleylester ribitol (L-GADR) were
synthesized using already reported methods [17, 21–23].
Divinylbenzene was used after treatment with silica gel to
remove an inhibitor. Figure 1 shows the chemical structures
of TRPM, PHEM, DOPA, and L-GADR.

Infrared spectroscopy (IR) was performed using an FT-
IR 680 (Jasco International). Sonication was performed
using a Cole-Parmer 4710250W sonicator. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) was performed using both a Hitachi S-
2500C and a Hitachi S-5200V scanning electron microscope.

2.2. Preparation of L- or D-TRPM-Imprinted Polymers. 40.0 g
(0.307mol) of DVB and 1.50 g (2.50mmol) of DOPA were
dissolved in 20mL of xylenes. Another solution was prepared
by dissolving 0.102 g (0.40mmol) of L- or D-TRPM⋅HCl in
20mL of water which contained 0.10M phosphate buffer
solution adjusted to pH 7.0. This buffer solution was added
to the xylenes solution. The mixture was sonicated for 5min
to obtain the stable W/O emulsion. Then, 1.60 g (6.61mmol)
of BPO initiator was added to this solution, and then, this
solution was sonicated again for 2min. This mixture was
polymerized at 60∘C for 30min, and then, temperature was
gradually raised to 140∘C, and the reaction was continued

at 140∘C for 24 h under a flow of nitrogen. The obtained
bulk polymer was dried under a vacuum at 50∘C for 48 h
and ground into particles. The particles were washed with
0.50MHCl to remove the imprinted L- or D-TRPM and then
filtered off. This procedure was repeated several times until
the imprinted molecule in the filtrate could not be detected
by a UV spectrometer. Finally, the polymer was dried under
a vacuum at 50∘C for 48 h.

2.3. Preparation of L- or D-PHEM-Imprinted Polymers. These
imprinted polymerswere prepared by the samemethod as the
preparation for the L- or D-TRPM-imprinted polymers using
L- or D-PHEM instead of L- or D-TRPM.

2.4. Adsorption Experiments Using the Imprinted Polymers.
The batchwise adsorption experiments of L,D-TRPM and
L,D-PHEMwere conducted for the L- orD-TRPM-imprinted
polymers and L- or D-TRPM-imprinted polymers, respec-
tively. 0.050 g of the imprinted polymer was added to 5.0mL
of aqueous solution containing 0.50mM of L- or D-TRPM
and placed in a sealed 10mL tube. The pH was adjusted to
a desired value between 3.0 and 8.0 with 0.10M KH

2
PO
4
or

K
2
HPO
4
and 0.10M HNO

3
or 0.10M NaOH. The mixture

was shaken in a thermostated water bath at 30∘C for 24 h.The
polymers were then filtered off through a polyethylene mem-
brane. The amount of each amino acid derivative adsorbed
to the polymers was calculated from their residual amount
in the filtrate. The concentration of amino acid derivatives
was analyzed by an HPLC system. The adsorption tests were
conducted at least 3 times, and the data was analyzed and
compared with average values. The experimental errors were
less than 6%.

2.5. Binding Constant of the Substrate for Imprinted Polymer.
Binding constants of the substrate for the imprinted polymer
were evaluated with the batchwise method. 0.050 g of the
imprinted polymer sample was immersed in a sealed 10mL
tube. Then, a 5mL of the aqueous solution was added, which
was buffered with 0.10M KH

2
PO
4
or K
2
HPO
4
and 0.10M
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HNO
3
or 0.10M NaOH containing a substrate that was

adjusted to a desired concentration of between 0.050M and
1.0M.Themixture was shaken at 30∘C for 24 h.The polymers
were then filtered off through the polyethylene membrane.
The concentration of the substrate in the filtrate was analyzed
by means of the HPLC system. The binding constants were
calculated by a modified Scatchard equation [24, 25].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Preparation of the Imprinted Polymer. The imprinted
polymers were prepared by the surface molecular imprinting
technique with W/O emulsions. L- or D-TRPM and L- or
D-PHEM were used as the target imprinted molecules, and
DOPA was used as both a functional monomer and an
emulsion stabilizer. DVB was used as a crosslinker, xylenes
were used as a diluent, and BPO was used as an initiator.
In order to determine the polymerization conditions, we
referred to the result of the radical polymerization for
triglyceride oils. Many researchers attempted the radical
polymerization of the triglyceride oils with styrene or DVB
[26, 27]. Therefore, we used a larger amount of initiator
compared to the general polymerization. BPO was used at
2.2mol % versus the amount of DVB, and this amount is 2.6
times larger than the amount of DOPA. The polymerization
was conducted at first at 60∘C for 30min to prevent bumping,
and after that the temperature was raised to 140∘C gradually,
and the polymerization was continued for 24 h under a flow
of nitrogen at 140∘C. In order to conduct the experiment at
140∘C, the xylenes (bp 137–140∘C) were used as a diluent.

In order to estimate the exact amount of DOPA which
participated in the polymerization, we conducted the pre-
liminary experiment for the polymerization of DOPA with
styrene or DVB. 31.9 g (0.307mol) of styrene and 1.50 g
(2.50mmol) ofDOPAwere dissolved in 20mLof xylenes, and
the polymerization was conducted with 1.60 g (6.61mmol) of
BPO initiator at 140∘C for 24 h under a flow of nitrogen. After
finishing the polymerization, the remaining unpolymerized
amount of DOPA was estimated using HPLC. The result
showed that 56% of DOPA remained in the filtrate. This
means that 44% of the DOPA was participated in the poly-
merization. We also tried another preliminary experiment
with DVB. Instead of styrene, 40.0 g (0.307mol) of DVB
was used and the same experiment was conducted, and the
remaining amount of DOPA was estimated using HPLC.The
results showed that 9% of the DOPA remained in the filtrate.
This means that 91% of DOPA stayed in the crosslinked poly-
mer.We did not think that all 91% of the DOPAwas polymer-
ized with DVB.The IR spectrum of this polymer showed that
some amount of double bonds still remained in the polymer.
Because only 44% of the DOPA participated in the polymer-
ization with styrene, we presumed that more than 44% of the
DOPA participated in the polymerization with DVB. There-
fore, we also presumed that some small part of the DOPAs
were possible to anchor onto the highly crosslinked polymer.

After polymerization, the obtained polymer was dried
under vacuum, and this polymer was grounded into small
particles. After that, the imprinted molecules in the polymer
were extracted with 0.50M HCl solution. The obtained
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Figure 2: SEM photograph of L-TRPM-imprinted polymer.

polymer particles were dried under vacuum.The average size
of the particles was about 50 um.

Figure 2 shows the SEM of the particle surface. Figure 2
shows that a lot of round shape rooms were formed by the
W/O emulsions. At the surface of these round shape rooms,
numerous imprinted cavities were positioned.

3.2. Adsorption Behavior of the Imprinted Polymers. The
adsorption experiment was conducted using the L-TRPM-
imprinted polymer. The enantiomeric selectivity of this
imprinted polymer was estimated using L-TRPM and D-
TRPM as substrates. We conducted the adsorption experi-
ment at pH 3.0, pH 5.0, pH 7.0, and pH 8.0. We quantitatively
characterized the template effect in the L- and D-imprinted
polymers by evaluating the binding constants. The binding
constant (𝐾) can be evaluated on the basis of the slope and
intercepted by the modified Scatchard plot.The binding con-
stant becomes an indicator to express an adsorption affinity
of recognition sites for the target amino acid derivative. To
discuss the enantioselectivity quantitatively, we defined the
separation factor as follows: 𝛼 = 𝐾

𝐿
/𝐾
𝐷
or 𝛼 = 𝐾

𝐷
/𝐾
𝐿
.

Table 1 shows the results for the adsorption of L-TRPM
andD-TRPMon the L-TRPM-imprinted polymer.The results
showed that the binding constant increased as the pH
increased. The separation factor was 1.02 at pH 3.0. This
means that there was not much difference in the binding
constant of the L-TRPM with that of the D-TRPM, but the
separation factor was 1.58 at pH 7.0. This means that this
imprinted polymer had a high enantiomeric selectivity at pH
7.0. At pH 8.0, the separation factor decreased relative to the
data at pH 7.0. This result indicates that the interaction of the
functional group in the imprinted cavity with the functional
group of the substrate became maximized at pH 7.0.

Using the D-TRPM-imprinted polymer, almost similar
results were obtained compared to the data from the L-
TRPM-imprinted polymer. Table 2 shows the results for the
adsorption of L-TRPM and D-TRPM on the D-TRPM-
imprinted polymer. The separation factor was a little lower,
but the difference value is within the error range.

The adsorption experiment was conducted using the L-
PHEM-imprinted polymer. The enantiomeric selectivity of
this imprinted polymer was estimated using L-PHEM and
D-PHEM as the substrates. Table 3 shows the results for
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Table 1: The adsorption of L-TRPM and D-TRPM on the L-TRPM-
imprinted polymer.

pH Substrate Binding constant, K (M−1) Separation factor, 𝛼

3.0 L-TRPM 1.29 × 102 1.02
D-TRPM 1.27 × 102

5.0 L-TRPM 1.02 × 103 1.12
D-TRPM 0.91 × 103

7.0 L-TRPM 3.05 × 103 1.58
D-TRPM 1.93 × 103

8.0 L-TRPM 3.48 × 103 1.39
D-TRPM 2.50 × 103

Table 2:The adsorption of L-TRPM andD-TRPMon theD-TRPM-
imprinted polymer.

pH Substrate Binding constant, K (M−1) Separation factor, 𝛼

3.0 L-TRPM 1.32 × 102 1.04
D-TRPM 1.37 × 102

5.0 L-TRPM 0.94 × 103 1.11
D-TRPM 1.04 × 103

7.0 L-TRPM 2.02 × 103 1.49
D-TRPM 3.01 × 103

8.0 L-TRPM 2.55 × 103 1.32
D-TRPM 3.36 × 103

Table 3:The adsorption of L-PHEMandD-PHEMon the L-PHEM-
imprinted polymer.

pH Substrate Binding constant, K (M−1) Separation factor, 𝛼

3.0 L-PHEM 1.48 × 102 1.04
D-PHEM 1.42 × 102

5.0 L-PHEM 1.72 × 103 1.06
D-PHEM 1.62 × 103

7.0 L-PHEM 3.45 × 103 1.35
D-PHEM 2.56 × 103

8.0 L-PHEM 4.17 × 103 1.18
D-PHEM 3.53 × 103

the adsorption of L-PHEM and D-PHEM on the L-PHEM-
imprinted polymer, and Table 4 shows the results for the
adsorption of L-PHEM and D-PHEM on the D-PHEM-
imprinted polymer. The results showed that the trend of the
data was almost similar with that of the TRPM-imprinted
polymer, but the separation factor was much lower in value
compared with that of the TRPM-imprinted polymer. The
separation factor of the L-TRPM-imprinted polymer was
1.58 at pH 7.0 but the separation factor of the L-PHEM-
imprinted polymer was 1.35. We think that the nitrogen in
the tryptophan ring of TRPM participates in an important
interaction between the functional group in the imprinted
cavity and the functional group in the substrate that is needed
for increasing enantiomeric selectivity.

3.3. Effect of the Chiral Emulsion Stabilizer. The Goto group
introduced the surfacemolecular imprinting technique.They

Table 4: The adsorption of L-PHEM and D-PHEM on the D-
PHEM-imprinted polymer.

pH Substrate Binding constant, K (M−1) Separation factor, 𝛼

3.0 L-PHEM 1.39 × 102 1.04
D-PHEM 1.45 × 102

5.0 L-PHEM 1.52 × 103 1.08
D-PHEM 1.64 × 103

7.0 L-PHEM 2.64 × 103 1.33
D-PHEM 3.51 × 103

8.0 L-PHEM 3.50 × 103 1.16
D-PHEM 4.06 × 103

used L-GADR as an emulsion stabilizer [28]. So, we tried to
use this chiral compound in our system. 0.207 g (0.251mmol)
of L-GADR was added during the preparation of the
imprinted polymer with L-TRPMas a templatemolecule.The
results showed that the separation factor was 1.60 at pH 7.0.
We tried the same experiment 3 times. All of the results ((1)
1.63, (2) 1.58, and (3) 1.59) showed that the separation factor
was more than 1.58. This means that L-GADR was effective
in achieving enantiomeric selectivity, but compared to the
result without L-GADR, the separation factor was bigger by a
small amount. We also tried to conduct the experiment using
2 times the amount of L-GADR (0.414 g, 0.502mmol). The
results showed that the separation factor was average 1.61 ((1)
1.58, (2) 1.63, and (3) 1.62). This result value shows a little
increase, but the value is within the experimental error. So,
we concluded that this chiral compound is not very effective
for achieving enantiomeric selectivity.

4. Conclusion

Amino acid-imprinted polymers were prepared by a surface
imprinting technique in a W/O emulsion. DOPA was used
as the emulsion stabilizer and the material for the host
functional group in the imprinted cavity. DVB was used as a
crosslinker. TRPM and PHEM were used as the imprinted
materials and the substrate materials. The absorption exper-
iments were conducted using these imprinted polymers with
enantiomeric substrate materials. These polymers exhibited
high enantiomeric selectivity for TRPM and PHEM. The
separation factor of the TRPM-imprinted polymer was much
higher than that of the PHEM-imprinted polymer.
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